
STREAM

162 responses

QUESTIONNAIRE 1 - STUDENT FEEDBACK ON COURSE
CONTENT

1. RATE ON:  Depth of the course content including

project work if any

STUDENT FEEDBACK
QUESTIONNAIRES - BIDHAN
CHANDRA COLLEGE, ASANSOL,
2021-22
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2. RATE ON:  Extent of coverage of course

3. RATE ON:  Applicability/ relevance to real-life

situations
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4. RATE ON:  Learning value (in terms of knowledge,

concepts, manual skills,analytical abilities and

broadening perspectives)

5. RATE ON:  Clarity and relevance of textual reading

material
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6. RATE ON:  Relevance of additional source material

(Library)

7. RATE ON:  Extent of effort required by students
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8. RATE ON: OVERALL RATING ON ALL OF THE ABOVE

ATTRIBUTES

QUESTIONNAIRE 2 - STUDENT FEEDBACK ON
TEACHERS
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1. RATE ON:  Knowledge base of the teachers (as
perceived by you)

162 responses

2. RATE ON:  Communication Skills (in terms of
articulation and comprehensibility)

162 responses
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3. RATE ON:  Sincerity / Commitment of the
teachers

162 responses

4. RATE ON:  Interest generated by the teacher

162 responses
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5. RATE ON:  Accessibility of the teacher in and
out of the class (includes availability of the
teacher to motivate further study and discussion
outside class)

162 responses

6. RATE ON:  OVERALL RATING ON ALL OF THE
ABOVE ATTRIBUTES

162 responses

QUESTIONNAIRE 3 - STUDENT'S OVERALL
EVALUATION  OF THE PROGRAM AND TEACHING
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1. The syllabus of each course was

162 responses

2. Background for benefiting from the course was

162 responses

3. How much of the syllabus was covered in the
class?

162 responses

Copy
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Inadequate
Challenging
Dull
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8%

64.8%

Copy
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Cannot say10.5%

8%
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40.1%

Copy

100 % to 85 %
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Less than 55 %13.6%

19.1%

21%

46.3%



4. What is your opinion about the library material
and facilities for the course?

162 responses

5. If yes, which of the following methods were
used?

162 responses

6. How helpful was the teacher in advising?

162 responses

Copy

More than ade
Adequate
Inadequate
Very poor

14.8%

53.1%

25.9%

Copy

0 25 50 75

Encouraged to raise
questions

Get involved in discussion
in class

Encourage discussion
outside class

Did not encourage

64 (39.5%)64 (39.5%)64 (39.5%)

22 (13.6%)22 (13.6%)22 (13.6%)

17 (10.5%)17 (10.5%)17 (10.5%)

Copy
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Sometimes he
Not at all help
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21%
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7. Internal assessment was

162 responses

8. How often did the teacher provide feedback on
your performance?

162 responses

9. Were your assignments discussed with you?

162 responses

QUESTIONNAIRE 4 - STUDENT'S EVALUATION  OF THE
PROGRAM OF STUDY
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1. Before undertaking the programme did you get
a prospectus?

162 responses

2. Did the prospectus have details on completion
requirements, support services and training
available?

162 responses
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0 50 100
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3. Did the prospectus have details on refund
structure and financial aid available?

162 responses

4. What determined your choice of the subject?

162 responses

5. The choice of courses offered was

162 responses
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6. For how many courses (give numbers) did you
have individual project work or practical work or
team project work or field/ extension work

162 responses

7. Were the laboratories /studios/workshops
adequately equipped and properly maintained?

150 responses

8. What is your opinion of the library materials for
your subject?

162 responses
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9. Were you provided with training in use of
computer?

162 responses

10. The internal evaluation system as it exists is

162 responses

11. The internal assessment system operated

162 responses

Copy

Yes, fully
Yes, to some e
Sometimes
Not at all

27.2%
10.5%
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12. The internal assessment was done

162 responses

13. Were your corrected / evaluated written
assignments returned on time?

162 responses

14. Did the department have provision to take care
of student grievances?

162 responses

Copy

Regularly
Irregularly
Only at term e
Not done at al
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79.6%

Copy

Yes, always
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Never on time
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15. At the end of the programme of study you
emerged

162 responses

16. How do you rate the student-teacher
relationship in your institution as a whole?

162 responses

17. How do you rate the student-teacher
relationship in your specific department?

162 responses

Copy
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Can not say
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Copy
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Very good
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18. How do you find the institution’s
administration?

162 responses

19. If you were a hostellite, were you satisfied with
the hostel facilities?

136 responses

20. Did you participate in any of the extra
curricular activities of the department/ institution?

162 responses

Copy
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68.5%

Copy
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21. What was your relationship with the Students’
Union?

162 responses

22. Was the Students’ Union a true representative
of the student community?

162 responses

23. Has your time at the institution been
intellectually enriching?

162 responses

Copy
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Voter only
Leader
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Copy
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No
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Copy

Yes
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Not at all
Can not say
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24. Have you made friends with anyone, which you
expect will last long?

162 responses

25. After leaving how will you talk about your
institution ?

162 responses

QUESTIONNAIRE 5 - STUDENT'S OVERALL RATING OF
THE PROGRAM OF STUDY
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With none
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Hatefully
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PLEASE RATE THE COURSES ON THE FOLLOWING
ATTRIBUTES USING THE 10 - POINT SCALE: 10 - 8
= VERY GOOD, 8 - 6 = GOOD, 6 - 5 = SATISFACTORY,
5 - 0 = BELOW THRESHOLD

QUESTIONNAIRE 5 - STUDENT'S OVERALL RATING OF
THE PROGRAM OF STUDY

1. What do you plan to do after completion of the
programme?

162 responses
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2. Which courses were most valuable? Why?

123 responses

All

None

Political thought

All courses

Econometrics and mathematical economics

English

1st

Good

Mba, because of job placement

Ind As is must valuable for highr studies like professional course.

Tax consultant. Bcz i am interesteing this course.

Bsc

COST&MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT
CHATTERED ACCOUNTANT
M.COM
MBA

Bcom . Honours

From my point of you all cources
Has their own value at their own places

because it enhances our knowledge

CORPORATE Accounting
Because it help me alots to Increaseing my CORPORATE knowledge

B.com hons.

M.sc



For job

Nothing

B.COM for knowledge about financially

MBA (Master of Business Administration)
Master of business administration or MBA has been a very popular
course for students across different streams. Be it engineering
graduates, commerce or even arts graduates, many students across
the world. Many experienced professionals also opt for an executive
MBA in finance or marketing even after having a good work
experience. Alternatively, nowadays we also have online courses and
skill development options where the investment is way less than that
of a full time MBA course. People have even started skill
development through YouTube that has been gaining traction as a
global information platform.

Corporate reporting because it is very important for any type of govt
Bank jobs.

Corporate Reporting. Because it is very important for our higher
studies & job

MHM

English honours

Urdu

MA and B.ed because it is necessary to get a job in teaching line.

BBA

Teaching because its a helpful way to make more strong yourself

All courses are equally important

Course in English, because it's the only language which revolve
around the world.

Indian economics because it provides useful information regarding
on our country

Indian economics ,because it provides useful information regarding
our country

Mathematical economics



English Hons. Because I like it

Job oriented is more valuable because one can be employed..

Indian economics because it provides information of our country

Indian economics because id provids information of our country

Indian Economics because it's provides information about your
country

Indian economics as it gives a wider aspect of Indian economy

Every courses in this college are very useful as well as most valuable
for all students.Because, this courses were help the student for
further higher studies or job in future.

English is best course because we can easily get a job

English...because it is on of the most demandable subject around
the world!

Each and every course was important as for gaining knowledge and
know many new things

In my opinion DSE Literary Theory was most Valuable because I have
gained alot of knowledge about the Maxism and Maxist's critic
follower.

English it was good for our future

English
Because of this I learned a lot of useful things.

English Course was best because I like it and this was fair for me

Post colonialism courses were most valuable

B.A honours courses is more valuable.because after honours we can
get higher studies.

B.A .and M.A. because we can pursue some jobs and their
availability is somewhat applicable everywhere.

Honours courses were most valuable, because we get a thorough
knowledge about the subject.



MA because we get to know about the entire knowledge about our
honours subject

BA and MA because we can get lot of opportunity after this

N. A

Feminist literature, post Colonial literature

Women's Writing, Victorian Period Writing- because these courses
provided us with the knowledge/background of the society during
those time and the consequences of which was reflected in the
Literature of those times.

Every courses are very valuable and helpful .

Western

I think doing honours is really valuable as student gets a base
towards their future.

Not know

Bengali

All courses are valuable for us , because of increasing our
knowledge.

Philosophy indian

Core paper 1&2 because both of the paper discusses about economy
and environment..

Bengali Honours

All course because each course are valuable

Bengali because this is better than other subjects

Sanskrit, Less competition and more achievements

Sanskrit

Sanskrit because it's good

Computer oriented courses. Easy to get a job.



Cc-13

Wbcs because I want to do further studies and become a officer

MA

Wbcs

His

B.sc. course.

MCom and Chartered Accountant

Competitive because job

Geography

General Concepts of Indian Drama

All good

M.A

Sanskrit

To provide two or threc books at the time for program student

In our college there is almost all couress is valuable because of our
faculty is mor hardworking and passcinattet in teaching

Political Thoug

Geography honors are valuable because it was helpfull subject

The provide two aur three books at a time for honours students.

General Concept Of Indian Drama

Tarkasamagra

There is almost all course is more valuable

Hospitality and Hotel management

General Concepts of
Indian Drama



এই �কাস ��ট আমার খুব পছে�র িছেলা

Bhabad geeta

Hons

Hindi hon.

13 more responses are hidden



3. Which courses were least useful? Why?

113 responses

No

All

No course

Bengali

None

Nothing

None

Puranic literature

All courses

Very good

Mba, because of good position in any job

English (MIL)

Tax

B.com programme

Every courses were useful for every student who study very well.

Ba . Prog.

Accounts
It help for further study and also helps in jobs

Because it enhances our knowledge

Businesses and Corporate law
Because its knowing me A huge amount of Knowledge in
CORPORATE world

B.A program



Graduation

No answer

Arts no scope in future

CMA (Certified Management Accountant)
Give your resume a career-enhancing boost with a Certified
Management Accountant certification. If you are working in the
financial, accounting, or business industry, this certification can
boost your profile resulting in higher pay, more benefits, and better
job opportunities. You will be at the top of the hiring list of many
companies. The CMA certification is given by the Institute of
Management Accountants after passing the CMA exam.The truth is
that in a CMA certification course, you learn many things that are not
usually taught in degree courses. And this is what puts you at an
advantage over other candidates when you are applying for your
dream job.

Company law because it is not important for any type of jobs it is
useful for business.

Company law. Because it is useful for a business&not a job and I m
not interested in business

N/a

Every course are full of valuable

All subjects

I have no idea about this.

Bcom.

Computer

All courses are equally important

Course in arts

No course

Don't know

Lower studies is less useful because it has less possibilities of job...



No one least courses are available in this college because all the
courses are most valuable and better to say the best courses ever, I
had ever seen.all courses are good in student's future.

English because i have learn this subject and knows mainy reality of
this world

Not any

no one

English

Accounts

Not at all
None of the course is not least useful.

DSE 3

Science fiction and detective literature

Program.

B.Ed. because after this we can do only teachers training

Programming courses were least useful because we don't get a in
depth knowledge a subject, we just get abrupt knowledge about
everything

Programming courses were least useful because we don't get a
thorough knowledge

Bed because there is no such opportunity

N. A

Literary theory

(Sadhana )

Studying in pass course I think is least useful. As it is not useful for
getting a better job.

Not know

Many reasons



5th because easy subject

5th easy subject

Nothing was.

Each of the courses were useful.

Philosophy indian

No paper is least unseful

Bengali honours ( If we read about Bengali language, we can know
more about our mother tongue.)

No any course

NA

Sanskrit

Sanskriti because like to learn

Pass course.Not helpfull to get a job

Cc14

History honours because it is not temporary

MBA

Wbcs

B.sc.

HS because well study that time

Math

Indian Philosophy

All good

BA, BSC, BCom

Polscience



A digital library help students toaceess more knowledge as the
library lends only two books at a time

Bengali

Bangla

Pass course

A digital library can help students to assess more knowledge as the
library lends only two books at a time.

Ancient Indian Polity (Manusanhita)

Program in arts

Indian Philosophy
(Only Six Astik
Darshan)
This Subject To Be Hard.

Hons

Computer

सारे पाठय�म मू�वान लगे मुझे ।�ुकी ये बेहतर तरीके से चयनीय है।

Arts

N/A

Hindi

Geography honours. This is help to know more about our world and
Univers.

Bachelor degree courses because it helps us to know about the
literature.

Yes

Program



4. Whom do you consider to be the best teacher?

162 responses

Joynal mondal

Yes

All

None

Dkm

Sreemanta sarkar

Sreemanta Sarkar

Dipankar Arosh

Joynal Mandal

Shakil ahamed khan

Subha ray

HOD

Mrs.Jayati Ganguly

Sujoy sir

No

No one

All the teacher's of the zoology department

All teachers

All teachers

Ujjwal chakrabarti , Dipak kumar Mondal ,

All teachers of the department

All of teachers in my department is best teachers



My parents & DKM SIR in our b.com(accounts honours)

DKM sir and UC sir

Ujjal Chowdhury

Dipak sir(DKM)

Ujjwal sir , Dipak sir , subodh sir

Books . Silently ' without expecting anything' they are willing to teach
any time of the day ' forever

Deepak Ku Mondal sir

DKM sir and UC sir

Tapan Kumar si, bhaskar Chatterjee, amit Mondal, indubaran Mondal,
santu day, utpal Majee, kanika Ghosh, pradeep Kumar maji,surajit
saha,ajay Kumar sharma,

DKM SIR

Dipak Kumar Mondal and Ujjwal choudhuri

All are same

Dipak Sir, Ujjal Sir, Rajashree madam & Subodh Sir are the best
teacher in our department.They have helped us a lot and performed
in the right way. That is why I am forever grateful to them,Thank you

 .

DKM sir

All teacher's of zoology department

UC Sir (Ujjwal Chowdhury)

Ujjwal Chowdhary

Dipak kumar Mondal

Every one of them

All teachers is best

Trayee sinhan ma'am and Jyati ganguli ma'am.



D K M

Subhadip Ray SIR (HOD)

All teacher

Sujoy sir from English department

Sreemanta sarkaar

A.R . Basak

One who teach honestly and deligently...

Sreemanta sarkar

SREEMANTA SARKAR

As long as I know he is SA sir.He is best teacher,I like the way he
teaches

All the teachers of this college,they are very good in teaching and
learning process.all our respective teachers are best to encouraged
all the students as possible as much they can.our respective
teachers are very good in their capability and we respect them.

S r sir and j.g Ma'am

All are adorable and best!

Sujoy sir

Dr.Tanu shree Ma'am

All the teachers are best

Trayee Sinha (T.S mam)

Dipak kumar Mondal

J G Ma'am

Arup Sir(ARB) from English Dept

Arup Basak is the best teacher

Sujoy Acharya



Subhadeep Ray

Subhodeep Ray

Arup sir

Mr. Subhadip Ray

DIPAK KUMAR MONDAL

Dipak Kumar Mondal Sir

J.G Maam, S.R Sir

Arup sir, Sujoy sir,Tarani ma'am,HOD sir,J.G ma'am etc

Susmita maam

Arup Rajak Basak sir .

HOD Subhajeet Ray

All Teacher of our Department

Non

Our Bengali(Hons) department all teachers are best

Barnali pramanik

Priyanka Karmakar

Priyanka mam

Our all teachers are good.

Sougata sir

Susmita mam

Jamshed Ahmad

Soumi Sangupta

Soumi sengupta



Every teacher in the institution

All Teachers

Best education

Our H. O. D Joynal Mondal Sir

Everyone

DN sir

Everyone of our departmentment

Suvendu saha

Suvendu sir (History )

Suvendu Saha

Dipak Kumar Mondal

All Teachers.

33 more responses are hidden



5. What important topics were not covered by the courses?

162 responses

Nothing

Nothing

Literary theory

All topics covered

History

None

All topics covered

Many

Yes

No

Nil

Kalidas

All topics are inlcuded in the course.

Sometimes

Everything

All the course will be completed;

Nothing like that everything is completed in the class both online &
offline mode before exams.

Some from the syllabus

Computer

No word



Many chapter r not covered by collage

Some special section of law

Some important topics were not covered by the courses

Nothing else

Mechanic

Can't remember

Maybe no. every topic were clearly explained by the courses.

Research in methodology

None

Industry (Indian Economy)

Industry (Indian Economy)

N/a

Every important topics were covered

All topics is covered

Raymond Williams' class culture

Advance GST

All were covered

All cmplt

Everything covered

Black skin,white mask

Covered fully

All topics cover

LITERARY theory



I can't guess right now but there many topics not covered..

All complete

All completed

All completed

Every

There are many importants topics which are not covered

All important topics are covered by the courses and our teachers
learning process are very good and they completed every single
important topics for all the courses.

DSE III there was many many important thing to learn

Many of the toppic

Not any

course 13:- post colonial, poems, Amitav ghosh's The shadow lines,
Tara by Mahesh Dattani etc..
course14:- evolution of feminism, The color purple, The yellow
wallpaper, Draupadi..
DSE 3:- Aijaz Ahmad, Lyotard's Modernism, elaine showalter..

Literary Theory
( Literature)

All covered

Of Literary Theory

Less than 30% syllabus were covered. How can I name the important
topics there are 70% more to cover. I dont want to type much

Modernism topics were not covered by the courses

L

Some parts of history of literature

Some parts of history

All



All topic

Every topic covered

That how those period affected the next period

All topics were covered.

All topics are covered by our respected teachers

Haven't

everything was covered by the course

Everything was covered but i think there are more better texts of
those topics that can be given .

All the topics were covered by the teachers

Accounting ( all practical)

Economic

All most all coverd

Almost completed all the courses

Philosophy western

All the topics were covered carefully

Theory

Theory

Accounting software's like Tally, International Accounting

Art

No One

I don't know

NA

Not at all



Political topic

Ontalogy and epestomology

History honours core paper topics like as Russian revolution dse 3

Dse 3 the Russian revolution paper history

I don't know

Remote sensing

Corporate Resolution

all topics are covered

3paper

R. S.

Modern Nationalism in India ( 1885-1947)

War and diplomacy

All good

34 more responses are hidden

6. Was the advice received from your adviser
helpful and was it timely?

162 responses

Copy

Yes
No
Maybe

14.8%

77.8%



7. What other comments do you have about your experiences in
the department?

118 responses

Good

No

Very good

Good

I am proud of my department

Very good

Yes

None

Nothing

I am proud of my department

Nothing

Best

Best

It's a great experience.... And much more helpfull for us.. To gather
knowledge.

Nice

Good nothing elsa

Not bad

Very good environment

In B C College the department of Commerce is very Helpfull and
Always stand for Solving issues of their students.

It was good



Our department teacher's are very good and helpful

I don't hear anyone's comment

Maybe no. Experience was good 

Very knowledgeable and useful.

Very helpful in any time& always incourage

N/a

Urdu department is best

I have good experience with our department.

Best department

Nothing to say , everything is good

I am proud on my department

Im proud of my department

Teachers Should Help STUDENTS if they are in trouble.

Our department is a little better than others but it need to improve
more.

I'm B.A. in philosophy honours and our philosophy department are
best and our respective teachers are very helpful they help us in
many way.They enhanced my learning process and encouraged me
for higher studies.I'm very greatful and thankful to my respective
department teachers.Thank you!

well, it was good.

No comment

Clearly state your familiarity with specific responsibilities and even
discuss the ways you have refined those processes in your previous
experience

Classes timetable were unbelievable  1 class per day and not even
guaranteed that the class would be taken or not (some classes were
scheduled at 2 PM why would anyone go at that time in this hot
weather if class is not even guaranteed to be taken)



It was ok not that great

Literary theory

I have my best experiences with my teachers and friends

Teachers are very encouraging and helpful

Teachers are very helpful and encouraging.

Experiences in the department were very nice

All

very bad

Teachers are good and helpful sometimes

Sometimes

Excellent

Our depertment teacher was very helpfully teach us.

Teachers are really good but sometimes they neglected their
responsibility for us .

GOOD

Very good experience

Our geography department contains a healthy environment and all
the students and teachers get along well. laboratory has every
instrument we need for our practical classes and faculty is helpful.

Teachers are very rude

Very helpful for us.

I got more than I deserved from my department

My Department was very helpful. I got many help from the
department.

The teachers are very good

No comments



Nothing but improve to give study materials fastly

Overall good experience department

Very bad

My experience is very good in the Department

All good

Sporting goods need to be increased

Sporting goods need to be increased.

Good 

मुझे अपने बौ��क �मता म� सुधार की अनुभूित �ई

Awesome experience for completing my Graduation

Great

All are saying that it is the best college in Asansol.

Love my department

Staffs are not helpful , internal politics is really soo bad ,

Dnt want to answer

It's great

All good



8. Were your expectations from the department
adequately satisfied?

162 responses

9. Have you made lasting friendship with anyone in
the department ?

151 responses

10. Would you like to keep in touch with the
department after you leave it?

162 responses

Copy

Yes
No

11.1%

88.9%

Copy

Yes
No

19.9%

80.1%

Copy

Yes
No

9.9%

90.1%



11. Were you provided help and training in the use
of library and computer services and was the
training useful?

162 responses

12. Will you join the Alumni Association of the
department / institution?

162 responses

Copy

Yes
No

21.6%

78.4%

Copy

Yes
No
Maybe

32.7%

25.3%

42%



13. How do you think you can help BIDHAN CHANDRA
COLLEGE to improve?

162 responses

Yes

Yes

No

Nothing

Education

All good

Nothing

Increase class room

I like you

To be a teacher

Any kind of educational help

By providing good library good teaching staff and study material

Good

Best efforts

By my skill

I told you later

No need

Yes , BIDHAN CHANDRA COLLEGE IS THE best college under KNU.

Please improve your syllabus

Nil

Still' they can help student to find jobs if they interested .



First of all i wise this Temple of Knowledge is always Brightening and
in topic of Future improvement topic i know its worked better day by
day .

In cultural program

To starting canteen for students

Maybe later

If i will get job, i will help in future

Currently, career, academic, and financial advising are conducted
separately, but they all need to be discussed together. In particular,
students need much more comprehensive upfront career advising.
They need a realistic picture of the career options available to them,
what those careers pay, and the work (and tuition) required to access
those careers. Students who are undecided need more opportunities
to explore majors and careers. For example, colleges could hold
career fairs as part of orientation, invite alumni to speak, or add
career assessments into registration.

Available all subjects of each course

Wrap technology around the college

Improving in decipline and focus on regular classes and student's
attendance.

Improving in decipline. Focus on regular classes of studentand
attendence

Good college

I don't think that college need any advice

I think here everything is perfect except delaying of notices.

Just believe on are teacher

It's the best

Our college is very good college

Should include some more technical courses

By providing a number of good study material



With better academic environment and more content available to
courses

In need of the institution i will extend my help and corporation

In any need of the institution I'll extend my help and cooperation

In any need of the institution I will extend my help and corporation

In any need of the institution I will extend my help and corporation

In any need of the institution I will extend my help and cooperation

Don't know

I can only give my feedback in this regard..

I will help in need and cooperation

I will help in need of my institution and any cooperation

I will help in need and cooperation

I will help and co-operate when required

If I will have chance to work for Bidhan Chandra College then I will
definitely do something best

Our 'BIDHAN CHANDRA COLLEGE' was improving day by day and of
course if the question of our college improvement I can definately
help our college for their improvement and in future if my help is
needed, I was always appreciated that and to help my college
always,all the time in any situation. I'm feel very fortunate and
blessed to help my favourite"BIDHAN CHANDRA COLLEGE". Thank
you!

Yeah take some classes with out banking

Yes...by our study and one day will come then we proudly said that
we are the student of BC College

by this feed back

Bidhan Chandra College was good i don't think so that it should be
need any improvement

On behalf of the college it is truly a pleasurable privilege for me to



address you all at the Advent of a fresh academic Institution.

According to me Bidhan Chandra College is so improved me

Take classes regular and at time. Students vome to college to attend
classes and sometime teacher says your teacher is not available
today blah blah blah...

I can provide some important notes to my junior

All the department should take regular classes . should encourage
tha students to take part in extra curricular activities.

By providing the help which I could do for them

All the departments should take regular classes, interact more with
students and should encourage the students to take part in extra-
curricular activities.

They should always be polite
They should take extra curricular activities in the institution

By giving them the right facility to do things which the teachers want

Imporve sports facility, union, and improve staffs behaviour of
college

Maybe by sharing my views on my honors subject with the
department

No improvement required.

No improvement required

To improve more classes of sports section

Improve Campus Mail Services with Smart Parcel Lockers.

Being in side of the new students I can help them and our college.

Not really because It's improving day by day

Nothing is bad
All are good 

Sorry I don't know the answer

No



Carefully Study

1. Need Ac in geography department .
2. Need canteen in our college.

Official works should be better.

I don't know

Improv study

There should be more seminars and field wroks related to the
respective subjects

Change the administration staff mainly Subir, he is a arrogant person
who deserves to get removed from the college no sympathy for
students who are facing issues

Yes, I change the perspective of looking about fine art. Some artist
students motivate from my art skill and knowledge, I think now they
believe in fine art and teachers also.

I think the college can be improved further through the success of
the students

Very good

This is superb college, I learnt lots of thing from here.

Canteen

Yes of course

I can help bidhan chandra college with mental and physical support .

Successful students

Complete Graduation

Please give study materials immediately.

Change the mind set

I don't think about it sorry

Bidhan chandra colloge is already well developed



Giving my juniors suggestion about near future and advantages of
this institution.

Through studies and friendship

Good

30 more responses are hidden

DATE: 10th OCTOBER 2020



NAME

155 responses

Jaba rani Kumbhakar

Afifa roshni

Taniya Pramanik

Tithi Dawn

Apurba Kanti Roy

Manjushree das

Pradip Mishra

Rohit Bouri

Debananda Banerjee

Bikash mondal

Akshay Chakraborty

Aniket singh

Prity Verma

Annesha Das

Anjali Shaw

Rahul Roy

Protyush tewary

Nikhil Sharma

Nayan Paramanik

Subhadip Sengupta

Saikat Paul

DEBADRA SENGUPTA



Akanchha Sharma

Nafisa khatoon

Bapi Das

Arpita Basu

Arkapravagope

Saikat Sadhu

Dolan Mondal

Amit Karmakar

SAYAN DAS

Ritu Chakraborty

KOMAL BURMAN

Nayna Kumari

Bikram Kumar Dey

Amisha Prasad

Gulnaaz perween

Altasha Naaz

Rohit roy

Neelasha Debnath

Kahkeshan parween

Sambit Chatterjee

Adiba jabeen

Vivek Kumar Thakur

Khushnuma Anjum



Anupama Chowdhury

Amima Sadaf

Puja Kumari Burnwal

Riya burman

Akash Kumar Sinha

Md Zeeshan

Krishna Rajak

Sourav Goswami

Debasish Roy

PADMINU SAMAL

Anushri Halder

Sania parween

MAHENOOR AFSHAN

Aishwarya gupta

Salma khatoon

Sonam Turi

Saheba Parween

Istahkam Jawed

Md Farhan

Sameer

Ghazala khan

Shrabani Mondal

Payal Mishra



Zameni Fatemah

Krishna Bhandary

Sajda Parween

Neha Singh

Piyali Das

Arnab Dey

Subham Nandi

Shagufta Parween

Afreen Parween

Soma paramanik

Moumita Roy

Rumpa Das

Bhumika Roy

Biswanath Dey

Pravjot Singh Dhami

Santanu Nandi

Falak Afreen

Srikanta Deb

Rahul Mondal

Shabahat Perween

Naaz Perween

Jyoti modi

Jeon zainab



Megha Mallick

Aditi chakraborty

Ali

Soumitra Mahanty

Shrestha Dawn

Laxmi Roy

Sumanta Acharjee

Soumyadeep pal

Kushal Mondal

47 more responses are hidden
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